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SECTION 5 - MILEAGE

D. FOREIGN EXCHANGE SERVICE AND MILEAGE (Cont'd.)

3. Rates and Method of Measurement (Cont'd.)

a. General (Cont'd.)
(3) Whether or not there is a toll charge between the two areas involved.
(4) Whether more than one telephone company is required to provide the service.

There are a number of combinations of the factors listed above and each is considered
and treated separately.

b. Monthly Charges
The following can be used to determine foreign exchange mileage charges:
(1) Within the Serving Company

Adjacent exchanges
Toll charge between exchanges

All lines - measure from the customer's location to the
            nearest point on the base rate area
            boundary of the foreign central office.

 Monthly rates - per 1/4 mile airline or fraction thereof.
 Individual line or PBX trunk $3.49
 Two-party line - per termination** 3.49
 Four-party line - per termination* 3.49
 FX terminal charge - per circuit 7.84

(2) Within the Serving Company
Adjacent exchange

No toll charge between exchanges (local calling area)
Only individual lines and PBX trunks are offered.

This distance is measured airline from rate center of the exchange in which the customer is located
(normal exchange) to the rate center of the serving (foreign) exchange.  When there is more than
one central office within the same rate center, measurement is made from central office to central
office.  Locality rates apply if customer is outside base rate area.

Monthly Rates - Each 1/4 mile or fraction thereof - $3.49

(3) Within the serving company
Non-adjacent exchanges
Whether toll charge or local service between exchanges

Only individual lines and PBX trunks are offered.

*  This service is restricted to existing customers in existing locations as of March 20, 1999.
**  This service is restricted to existing customers at their existing locations as of March 7, 2002.
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